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It is more than Blak Lives Matter, more than a hashtag #BLM. First Nations 
peoples are long time storytellers with wisdom and sovereignty; we are the 

solution not the problem.  

Our lands everywhere are hurting. Fires, floods, pandemic; and the time for 
change has never been so imminent.

Yet still present today are over 500 unaccounted Blak deaths is custody 
since the 1991 royal commission due to systemic racism and ongoing 

colonial violence.
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MATRIFOCALITY
JAJA | WIRADJURI

2019

The elements reflected in this work are representative of matrifocal ancestry lines, identity, trauma patterns 
and socio-political issues. JAJA embodies vividly textured artworks developed by fusing paint, photographs, 

typography and primal markings to create the notion of palimpsest; representing the embedded layers of 
the rich and traumatic history of the Australian government’s enforcement of assimilation policies in their 

pursuit to create a uniformed white Australian culture.

Acrylic on canvas 91cm x 150cm
$2100 (unstretched) $2250 (stretched)
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THE PAST LIVES IN US | ODE TO CHARLIE PERKINS
JAJA | WIRADJURI

2019

‘The Past Lives in Us’ pays homage to Charlie Perkins (Arrernte) who led the Freedom Ride in 1965, both a 
fact-finding mission and a protest against racial segregation.

This artwork symbolises the broken lines and broken lives from the impact of colonisation; the massacres, the 
rapes, the disease, the violence. It recognises the mess our country is in and the deep layers of trauma that 

are present in both Aborginal and non-Indigenous people. The trauma lines from the English conquerers and 
convicts intertwines with the trauma of colonisation for Aboriginal people, including the pain of the land we all 

stand on.

The colours represent land, sea and the desert rose, reflecting the self love it will take to heal our way forward. 
Healing is messy, represented by the palimpsest nature and primal markings of the artwork. Ancestors are still 

guiding our people, even when it is hard to hear and feel amid the white noise. Integration of our connection 
and wisdom into the current societal construct is absolute in creating a shared future for land and all peoples.

Acrylic on canvas 121cm x 183cm
$2100 (unstretched) $2250 (stretched)

SOLD
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TANGIBLE DREAMSCAPES
JAJA | WIRADJURI

2018

tangible dreamscape encounters intercept with reality 
colours vivid and evaporating 

exploding waters salt and fresh 
dreaming together unspoken ties that lie in a depth of discord  

so here and raw 
the break of dawn endless upon me 

summer rain falling beneath sunburnt sheets 
songlines meet and eyes speak in mother tongue 

warped and reverberating as one

Acrylic on canvas 121cm x 183cm
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WHITE BLACK
JAJA | WIRADJURI

2016

FROM THE ASSIMILATION BYPRODUCT EXHIBITION

you're standin' at my dark desert doorway 
cultural callings from afar 

mad rising dust in the middle of that perceived as blue-eyed spring slowly slowly unravels 
  the knots untie in a bare mess 

covering your floor as the rainwaters soulfully fall 
angry eyes creep behind the wheel of the rising sun 

tangerine fire shooting backward and driving my soul into the flames 
so hot to touch // to burn  

and the smoke rises from my sacrum 
bellowingwith the release of something so infinite 

seen

Acrylic on canvas 87cm x 106cm
$890 (unstretched) $990 (stretched)

SOLD
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STORM
JAJA | WIRADJURI

2016

FROM THE ASSIMILATION BYPRODUCT EXHIBITION

the break of dawn endless upon me____ summer rain falling beneath sunburnt sheets___ 
grandmother carry me___ as they assimilate, displace, reject. I wander our red dirt tracks calling 

your name___ and by the river you came___ sweeping far and wide___ dancing with me in a 
different tide___ so simultaneously connected displaced___ the storm in my heart.

Acrylic on canvas 121cm x 183cm
$880 (unstretched) $980 (stretched)

SOLD
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